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WHAT IS STIGMA?WHAT IS STIGMA?WHAT IS STIGMA?

Stigma is a
discrimination against
an identifiable group,

place or nation.

Stigma against people with SUD may stem from

misinformed beliefs that addiction is a moral

failing rather than a preventable and curable

disease from which people can recover and

lead healthy and successful lives.
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PERSON WHO 
PREVIOUSLY USED DRUGS

Terms you should say and use when
referring to Substance Use Disorder

(SUD)

Addict

Junkie

alcoholic

a drunk

former addict

reformed addict

PERSON WITH A SUD

PERSON IN ACTIVE USE

PERSON WITH ALCOHOL
 USE DISORDER

PERSON WHO MISUSES
ALCOHOL

PERSON IN RECOVERY



Habit inaccurately

implies that a person is

choosing to use

substances or can choose

to stop. 

The word “habit” may

undermine the

seriousness of the

disease. 



The term “abuse” was

found to have a high

association with negative

judgements and

punishment.



Legitimate use of

prescription medications

is limited to their use as

prescribed by the person

to whom they are

prescribed. Consumption

outside these parameters

is misuse.



Use clinically accurate,

non-stigmatizing

terminology the same

way it would be used 

for other medical conditions.

Using the term “dirty” may decrease a

person’s sense of hope and self-

efficacy for change.
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Use clinically accurate,

non-stigmatizing

terminology the same way it

would be used for other
medical conditions. Set an example with your own

language when interacting with others who might

use stigmatizing slang. Use of such terms may 

evoke negative and punitive implicit

cognitions.
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Babies cannot be born

with addiction because

addiction is a behavioral

disorder - they are simply
born manifesting withdrawal syndrome. use

clinically accurate, non stigmatizing terminology the

same way it would be used for other medical 

conditions. Using person-first language 

can reduce stigma.



It is a misconception that

medications merely

“substitute” one drug 

or “one addiction” for

another. the term MAT

implies that medication should have a

supplemental or temporary role in treatment.

Using “MOUD” aligns with the way other 

psychiatric medications are understood,

as critical tools that are central to a

patient’s treatment plan.
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WHY CHANGEWHY CHANGEWHY CHANGE
YOURYOURYOUR

LANGUAGE?LANGUAGE?LANGUAGE?
It reduces discrimination

toward people with
SUD and can make
them more likely to 

seek help.

Person-first language maintains the 

integrity of individuals as whole human.

PERSON-FIRSTPERSON-FIRSTPERSON-FIRST
LANGUAGELANGUAGELANGUAGE

beings—by removing language that equates people

to their condition or has negative connotations.

For example, “person with a substance 

use disorder” has a neutral tone and distinguishes

the person from their

diagnosis          .

All information was gathered from “Words Matter

- Terms to Use and Avoid When Talking About

Addiction” published by the National Institute on

Drug Abuse (NIDA) on Nov 29, 2021 


